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Abstract. Veriﬁcation and validation are two of the most critical issues
in the software engineering process. Numerous techniques ranging from
formal proofs to testing methods have been used during the last years to
verify the conformity of a program with its speciﬁcation. Recently, constraint programming techniques have been used to generate test data.
In this paper we investigate the capabilities of constraint programming
techniques to verify the conformity of a program with its speciﬁcation.
We introduce here a new approach based on a transformation of both
the program and its speciﬁcation in a constraint system. To establish
the conformity we demonstrate that the union of the constraint system
derived from the program and the negation of the constraint system derived from its speciﬁcation is inconsistent (for the considered domains of
values). This veriﬁcation process consists of three steps. First, we generate a Boolean constraint system which captures the information provided by the control ﬂow graph. Then, we use a SAT solver to solve the
Boolean constraint system. Finally, for each Boolean solution we build
a new constraint system over ﬁnite domains and solve it. The latter
system captures the operational part of the program and the speciﬁcation. Boolean constraints play an essential role since they drastically
reduce the search space before the search and enumeration processes
start. Moreover, in the case where the program is not conforming with
its speciﬁcation, Boolean constraints provide a powerful tool for ﬁnding wrong behaviours in diﬀerent execution paths of the program. First
experimental results on standard benchmarks are very promising.

1

Introduction

Veriﬁcation and validation are two of the most critical issues in the software
engineering process. These expensive and diﬃcult tasks may account for up to
50% of the cost of software development [12]. Numerous techniques ranging from
formal proofs to testing methods have been used during the last years to verify
the conformity of a program with its speciﬁcation. The goal of the SLAM project
is to build “tools that can do actual proofs about the software and how it works
in order to guarantee the reliability”1 .
1
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Constraint programming techniques have been used to generate test data
(e.g., [9, 10, 22, 23]) and to develop eﬃcient model checking tools (e.g. [17, 6]).
SAT based model checking platforms have been able to scale and perform well
due to many advances in SAT solvers [20]. Recently Bouquet et al [3] developed a symbolic animator for speciﬁcations written in Java Modeling Language
(JML) [15]. Their JML animator– based on constraint programming techniques–
allows to simulate the execution of a JML speciﬁcation and to verify on the ﬂy
class invariant properties.
In this paper we investigate the capabilities of constraint programming techniques to verify the conformity of a program with its speciﬁcation. We introduce
a new approach based on a transformation of both a program and its speciﬁcation in a constraint system. To establish the conformity we demonstrate that the
union of the constraints derived from the program and the negation of the constraints derived from its speciﬁcation is inconsistent. Roughly speaking, pruning
techniques -that reduce the domain of the variables- are combined with search
and enumeration heuristics to demonstrate that this constraint system has no
solutions.
The veriﬁcation process consists of three steps:
1. Generating of a Boolean constraint system which captures the information
provided by the control ﬂow graph of the program and the speciﬁcation;
2. Using a SAT solver to ﬁnd the solutions of the Boolean constraint system.
For each Boolean solution a new constraint system over ﬁnite domains –
denoted CSP in the following– is built; the latter captures the operational
part of the program and the speciﬁcation.
3. Solving the CSP with a ﬁnite domain solver.
Boolean constraints play an essential role since they drastically reduce the
search space before the search and enumeration processes start on the generated CSP. Moreover, in the case where the program is not conforming with its
speciﬁcation, Boolean constraints provide a powerful tool for ﬁnding wrong behaviors in diﬀerent execution paths of the program. An essential observation is
that in this approach we do not transform all assignments and numerical instructions into Boolean constraints2. The point is that it is much more convenient to
transform these instructions in ﬁnite domain constraints and to solve them with
a CSP solver. So the collaboration between the SAT solver and the CSP solver
is the cornerstone of our approach. Indeed, since we ﬁrst identify the feasible
paths, the ﬁnite domain solver will work with both smaller constraint systems
and reduced domains.
The prototype system we have developed takes as input a JAVA program
and its speciﬁcation written in JML [15]. Currently, we only consider JAVA
unit code without function calls, without return inside loops, and without inheritance. Moreover, we assume that all numerical operations only concern
integers.
2

Contrary to the most popular Model Checking approaches based on SAT Solvers
[4, 5].
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
our approach whereas Section 3 recalls some basics on constraint programming
techniques. Section 4 details the veriﬁcation process we propose and introduces
the translation process we use to generate the constraint systems. Section 5
describes the experimental results and discusses some critical issues.
Before going into the details, let us illustrate the capabilities of our approach
on a well-known benchmark.

2

Motivating Example

We illustrate our approach on the well-known tritype program for classiﬁcation of triangles [7]. We ﬁrst describe the program, then we show very informally how the transformation process works, and ﬁnally we describe diﬀerent
experimentations.
2.1

The Problem

The tritype program is a basic benchmark in test case generation since it
contains numerous non feasible paths. tritype takes three positive integers as
inputs (the triangle sides) and returns 1 if the inputs correspond to any triangle,
2 if the inputs correspond to an isoscele triangle, 3 if the inputs correspond to
an equilateral one, 4 if the inputs do not correspond to any triangle. Figure 1
gives the tritype program in JAVA with its speciﬁcation in JML. Note that
\result in JML corresponds to the value returned by the program.
2.2

The Veriﬁcation Process

We ﬁrst translate this program and the negation of its speciﬁcation into a set of
constraints, using the process detailed in Section 4.2.
Then, in order to delay the enumeration on integers, we introduce boolean
variables for each decision on input variables, e.g., we introduce variable eqij for
condition i = j, variable eqik for condition i = k, and so on. So the resolution
process is decomposed into two parts:
1. Finding a set of paths that correspond to potential non-conformities;
2. Solving the CSP which corresponds to the identiﬁed set of paths.
For instance, if the boolean solver ﬁnds the solution {eqij = true, eqjk = true,
eqik = f alse} we generate the CSP {i = j, j = k, i = k}; the domain of i, j, k
being {0,...,65635}. If the CSP has a solution we have found a test case which
corresponds to a non-conformity. If none of the generated CSP has a solution
the veriﬁcation is done.
The constraints generated for lines 4 to 7 in Fig. 1 are displayed in Fig. 2.
cond → c denotes a guarded constraint: roughly speaking, constraint c has to be
satisﬁed when condition cond holds (see section 3.3 for the exact semantic). r0 and
r1 are the two ﬁrst renamings of variable r. nuli (resp. nulj , nulk ) is the boolean
variable that captures the decision i = 0 (resp. j = 0, k = 0). eqij is the boolean
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public normal_behavior
requires (i>=0)&&(j>=0)&&(k>=0);
ensures
((i+j<=k)||(j+k<=i)||(i+k<=j)) ==> \result == 4 &&
!((i+j<=k)||(j+k<=i)||(i+k<=j))&&((i==j)&&(j==k)) ==> \result == 3 &&
!((i+j<=k)||(j+k<=i)||(i+k<=j))&&!((i==j)&&(j==k))
&&((i==j)||(j==k)||(i==k)) ==> \result == 2 &&
!((i+j<=k)||(j+k<=i)||(i+k<=j))&&!((i==j)&&(j==k))
&&!((i==j)||(j==k)||(i==k)) ==> \result == 1;

1 public static int tritype(int i, int j, int k){
2
int trityp ;
3
// not a triangle
4
if ((i==0)||(j==0)||(k==0)) trityp = 4 ; //ERR: trityp = 3
5
else {
6
trityp = 0 ;
7
if (i==j) trityp = trityp + 1 ;
8
if (i==k) trityp = trityp + 2 ;
9
if (j==k) trityp = trityp + 3 ;
10
if (trityp==0){
11
// triangular inequality not verified
12
if ((i+j <= k)||(j+k <= i)||(i+k <= j)) trityp = 4 ;
13
else trityp = 1 ; // any triangle
14
}
15
else {
16
if (trityp > 3) trityp = 3 ; // equilateral
17
else
18
//i=j and triangular inequality verified
19
if ((trityp==1)&&(i+j>k)) trityp = 2 ;
20
else
21
//i=k and triangular inequality verified
22
if ((trityp==2)&&(i+k>j)) trityp = 2 ; //ERR: (trityp == 1)
23
else
24
//j=k and triangular inequality verified
25
if ((trityp==3)&&(j+k>i)) trityp = 2 ;
26
else trityp = 4 ; // not a triangle
27
}
28
}
29
return trityp;
30 }
Fig. 1. tritype program in java with a speciﬁcation in JML

variable for decision i == j. The constraint ((nuli = 1) ∨ (nulj = 1) ∨ (nulk =
1)) → r0 = 4 corresponds to the if part of instruction on line 4 in Fig. 1, the following constraint corresponds to the else part. The last two constraints correspond
to the if instruction on line 7 in Fig. 1. The full constraint system for the tritype
program can be found in http://www.essi.fr/ rueher/appendix-tacas06.pdf.
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// SSA variables for multiple deﬁnitions of result in
r0 : {0,...,65635}, r1 : {0,...,65635},
// boolean variables
nuli : {0,1}, nulj : {0,1}, nulk : {0,1}, eqij : {0,1}
//constraints of line 4 to 7 of the program
((nuli =1) ∨ (nulj =1) ∨ (nulk =1))
¬ ((nuli =1) ∨ (nulj =1) ∨ (nulk =1))
¬ ((nuli =1) ∨ (nulj =1) ∨ (nulk =1)) ∧ (eqij =1)
¬ ((nuli =1) ∨ (nulj =1) ∨ (nulk =1)) ∧ ¬ (eqij =1)

the program

→
→
→
→

r0=4
r0=0
r1=r0 + 1
r1=r0

Fig. 2. Constraints generated for lines 4 to 7 of the tritype program

2.3

Experimentations

We have introduced two errors into the tritype program:
1. A wrong return value when one of the inputs is zero (line 4 of the java
program);
2. A wrong test on the trityp variable (line 22 of the java program).
These two errors occur in two diﬀerent execution paths of the program. Figure 3
displays the four ﬁrst non-conformities we have found: we successively display
the path (i.e the value of decision variables), then three solutions of the corresponding integer system, and ﬁnally the value returned by the speciﬁcation and
the program.
The two ﬁrst non-conformities are due to the wrong test on variable trityp,
line 22 of the program. The ﬁrst one is generated when “i=k”, and so “trityp=2”.
Since the test on line 22 is “trityp==1” instead of “trityp==2”, the execution
goes through the else part on line 25, so the value of result equals 4 instead of 2.
The second non-conformity corresponds to the case where “i=j”. So
“trityp=1” and due to the wrong test on line 22 result equals 2 instead of 4
since the triangular inequality is veriﬁed.
The other errors we have found are those where at least one of the input is
zero. Since we have introduced the error “trytyp = 3” instead of “trytyp = 4” on
line 4 of Fig. 1, the program returns 3 instead of 4 whenever an input is equal to
zero. The overall process ﬁnds 15 non-conformities in less than 5 seconds CPU
time.3
We did also run the veriﬁcation process with a correct program. It required
2.36 seconds CPU time to perform the complete veriﬁcation. Note that we explored only 92 solutions of the Boolean constraint system although there are
9 variables, and thus 29 combinations. This clearly shows that the constraint
system is strong enough to prune the search space, and to avoid a costly enumeration of all paths.
3

All experimentations have been performed with ILOG Solver (see http://www.
ilog.com/products/solver) and run on a Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 2.00GHz computer with 256 Mb memory.
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Error 1
Path : !(i=j), i=k, !(j=k), !(i+j≤ k), !(j+k ≤ i), !(i+k ≤ j), !(i=0), !(j=0), !(k=0)
Input values : i:2, j:1, k:2 – i:2, j:3, k:2 – i:3, j:1, k:3
Speciﬁcation : 2, program : 4
Error 2
Path :i=j, !(i=k), !(j=k), i+j ≤ k , !(j+k ≤ i), !(i+k ≤ j), !(i=0), !(j=0), !(k=0)
Input values : i:1, j:1, k:2 – i:1, j:1, k:3 – i:1, j:1, k:4
Speciﬁcation : 4, program : 2,
Error 3
Path : !(i=j), !(i=k), !(j=k), !(i+j ≤ k) , !(j+k ≤ i), i+k ≤ j, !(i=0), !(j=0), k=0
Input values : i:1, j:2, k:0 – i:1, j:3, k:0 – i:1, j:4, k:0
Speciﬁcation : 4, program : 3
Error 4
Path : !(i=j), !(i=k), !(j=k), !(i+j ≤ k), j+k ≤ i, !(i+k ≤ j), !(i=0), !(j=0), k=0
Input values: i:2, j:1, k:0 – i:3, j:1, k:0 – i:3, j:2, k:0
Speciﬁcation : 4, program : 3
Fig. 3. Four ﬁrst non-conformities for the tritype program with two errors

3

Constraint Programming

This section recalls some basic concept of constraint programming which are
useful to understand this paper. More details can be found in [21, 18, 13].
3.1

Deﬁnition of a CSP

Constraint programming is a paradigm that is tailored to hard search problems.
The main application areas are planning, scheduling, timetabling, routing, placement, investment, conﬁguration, design and insurance. Constraint programming
incorporates techniques from mathematics, artiﬁcial intelligence and operational
research; it oﬀers signiﬁcant advantages in these areas since it supports fast
program development, economic program maintenance, and eﬃcient runtime
performance.
Constraint programming solvers are based on a branch and prune algorithm
that combines local consistencies and eﬃcient search heuristics.
More precisely, a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is deﬁned as:
– a set of variables X = {x1 , ..., xn },
– a ﬁnite set Di of possible values for each variable xi , called domain,
– a set of constraints C = {c1 , ..., cn } restricting the values that the variables
can simultaneously take; Xj denotes the set of variables that occur in constraint cj .
Note that the domains are a convenient way to express some speciﬁc constraints.
A solution of a CSP is an assignment of a value from its domain to every
variable, in such a way that all constraints are satisﬁed.
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Solving a CSP

To solve a CSP pruning techniques -that reduce the domain of the variablesare combined with search and enumeration heuristics. We only detail here local
consistencies techniques.
Local consistencies are a key issue in ﬁnite domains where arc–consistency
[19, 16] is very popular. A constraint cj is arc-consistent if for any variable xi in
Xj , each value in Di has a support in the domains of all other variables of Xj . In
other words, a constraint c is arc–consistent for variable x, if values exist in the
domains of all other variables such that constraint c holds when x is assigned
to any value of its domain. The essential observation is that local consistency
ﬁltering algorithms try to reduce the size of the domain of some variable by
considering only one constraint.
The following example shows in a very informal way how arc–consistency
works. Consider the constraint system C1 = {c1 : x1 + x2 > 2, c2 : x21 + x22 ≤
4, D1 = {0, 1, 2}, D2 = {0, 1, 2}}.
Constraint c1 cannot be satisﬁed when either x1 or x2 are equal to 0. So arc–
consistency will remove value 0 from domain D1 and domain D2 . Now, constraint
c2 can no longer be satisﬁed when x1 or x2 are equal to 2, and thus value 2 will be
removed from both domains. However, since the domain of one of the variables
of constraint c1 has been modiﬁed, we have to reconsider this constraint. Now,
c1 can no more be satisﬁed, the value 1 is removed from its domain which
become empty; thus arc-consistency has detected the inconsistency of the whole
constraint system.
Constraint system C2 (see below) shows a case where the constraint system
is arc-consistent but no solution satisfying all constraints exists.
C2 = {c1 : x1 = x2 , c2 : x2 = x3 , c1 : x3 = x2 }, D1 = D2 = D3 = {0, 1}.
3.3

Guarded Constraints

In this paper we also use guarded constraints. Guarded constraints are conditional constraints whose evaluation depends upon other constraints. C0 → C1
denotes a guarded constraint where C0 and C1 are conjunctions of basic constraints. Relation C0 → C1 states that constraints C1 have to be added to the
current constraint store when the solver can prove that constraints C0 hold.
More precisely, let C0 be a boolean expression and C1 a set of constraints, the
guarded constraint C0 → C1 behaves as follows:
– When the solver can prove that C0 is true, then constraints C1 are added to
the store of constraints;
– When the solver can prove that C0 is false, then the guarded constraint is
just discarded;
– When the solver can neither prove that C0 is true, nor prove that C0 is false,
that is when not enough variables of C0 are instantiated, then the guarded
constraint is suspended.
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The solver tries to prove that the guard C0 of a suspended constraint holds
whenever the domain of some variable occurring in C0 has been reduced. Of
course, some guarded constraints may never become active.
One major diﬃculty with guarded constraints is that nothing can be done
before the solver can demonstrate that the condition is either true or f alse. Let
us consider a very simple piece of code:
//@ ensures \result ≥ 0
public int absolute(int i, int j) {
if (i<j) return j-i;
else return i - j;
}
This code is translated into the following set of constraints:
{i < j → r = j − i, ¬(i < j) → r = i − j, r < 0, Di = Dj = Dr = {0, ..., 65635}}
A standard CSP solver cannot achieve any pruning on this system since
nothing is known about i and j. So a very costly enumeration process is started:
the inconsistency is only detected when the domain of i and j are reduced to
one value. The advantages of combining SAT solver and CSP are obvious here.
After having introduced a boolean variable for modeling i < j, the SAT solver
enumerates the two paths, that is to say the two CSP {r = j − i, i < j, r < 0}
and {r = i − j, i ≥ j, r < 0}. When the constraints of the CSP are transformed
in binary constraints, arc-consistency immediately detects the inconsistency.

4

Veriﬁcation Process

In this section we describe the overall veriﬁcation process and explain how we
transform the program and its speciﬁcation into a set of constraints.
4.1

Veriﬁcation Steps

The diﬀerent operations which are performed during the veriﬁcation process are
detailed in Fig. 4.
Note that in step 3, we introduce boolean variables only to model decisions
about input variables. This is suﬃcient to delay the enumeration process induced
by guarded constraints (see Section 3.3). On the other hand, assignments are
modeled using integer variables. Thus, we lose less information than with a
translation of any statement into a boolean variable.
4.2

Translating the Program into a Set of Constraints

We ﬁrst transform the program into its SSA form: for each new deﬁnition of a
program variable, we introduce a fresh variable. In order to manage control instructions, we use φ–functions for if then else statements and we unfold loops.
We use guarded constraints to model conditional execution ﬂow (see part 3.3).
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1. Put the program into a simpliﬁed Single State Assignment (SSA) form [14]
and translate the SSA program into a set of constraints.
2. Add the constraints corresponding to the negation of the property
to be proved.
3. Introduce a boolean variable for each decision on an input variable;
Let BoolSystem be the constraint system obtained after steps 1, 2, and 3.
4. Start a solving process on BoolSystem and for each solution of BoolSystem:
a. Build a CSP IntSystem that corresponds to the boolean values
found in the current solution of BoolSystem
b. Start a solving on IntSystem and for each solution of IntSystem
print the current values of boolean variables (path trace)
and ﬁnd some errors of IntSystem (wrong input values).
5. If BoolSystem has no solution or if for each boolean solution IntSystem
has no solution, print “the program is conform with is speciﬁcation”.
Fig. 4. Veriﬁcation process

Basic Statements. Each assignment var ← value is translated as a constraint
var = value. Each boolean condition is translated as the corresponding constraint. We denote SSA(s) the constraint corresponding to the basic statement
s where each new deﬁnition of a variable has been replaced by the current renaming of this variable.
The If then Statement. For the sake of clarity, we only focus on the
assignment of a single variable. Trivially, the same process could be applied
individually for each variable appearing in a block with many variable assignments. Let us consider the statement S : if (cond) {var=val1;var=val2;
...; var=valq;}. Assume that var has already been deﬁned p times before
this statement. S is translated into the following set of guarded constraints:
SSA(cond)
SSA(cond)
...
SSA(cond)
// else part
SSA(¬cond)
SSA(¬cond)
...
SSA(¬cond)

→
→

varp+1 = SSA(val1 )
varp+2 = SSA(val2 )

→

varp+q = SSA(valq)

→
→

varp+1 = varp
varp+2 = varp

→

varp+q = varp

The else part is useful to ensure that the q fresh variables will not remain
uninstantiated in the corresponding CSP.
The If then else Statement. Let us consider the statement S : if (cond)
{var=val11;var=val12; ...;var=val1q;} else {var=val21;var=val22;...
var=val2r;}. Assume that var has already been deﬁned p times before this statement and assume that q < r. Since var has not the same number of deﬁnitions in
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the if part and the else part, we need to introduce a guarded constraint to take
the place of the φ function. So, S is translated into the following set of guarded
constraints:
// if part
SSA(cond) →
SSA(cond) →
...
SSA(cond) →
// else part
SSA(¬cond) →
SSA(¬cond) →
...
SSA(¬cond) →
// φ function
SSA(cond) →
SSA(cond) →
...
SSA(cond) →

varp+1 = SSA(val11 )
varp+2 = SSA(val12 )
varp+q = SSA(val1q )
varp+1 = SSA(val21 )
varp+2 = SSA(val22 )
varp+r = SSA(val2q )
varp+q+1 = varp+q
varp+q+2 = varp+q
varp+r = varp+q

Remark: If q > r the same principle is applied and the guarded constraints
of the φ function are guarded by SSA(¬ cond). If q=r then no φ function is
required.
Figure 5 gives the translation of an overlapped if then else.
1 if (i < j) x = 0;
else {
2
if (i < 30) {
x = x+1;
x = x+y;
}
else {
3
if (j > 43) x=2;
else x=3;
}
}

(i<j) → x1=0
(¬(i<j)∧(i<30))→ (x1=x0+1∧x2=x1+y0)
(¬(i<j)∧ ¬(i<30)∧(j>43))→ x1=2
(¬(i<j)∧ ¬(i<30)∧ ¬(j>43))→ x1=3
// φ-function for #2 if
(¬(i<j)∧¬(i<30)) → x2=x1
// φ-function for #1 if
(i<j) → x2=x1

Fig. 5. Example of if then else translation

The Loop Statement. We ﬁrst transform any loop into the equivalent while
loop. Then we unfold the while loop using an overestimate of the number of
loop steps. This overestimate may be the worst case complexity of the loop or
could be given by the user. To describe all possible paths inside the loop, we
guard the constraints of the loop with the entrance condition. Our process is
close to the one described in [4] except that we use guarded constraints instead
of boolean operators to combine condition and assignment. More precisely, let us
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consider the following while loop L : while (cond) var = value;. We assume
that this loop is executed at most max time and that var was deﬁned p times
before this statement. Then the loop statement L is translated into the following
set of guarded constraints:
cond1
¬ cond1
cond1 ∧ cond2
¬ (cond1 ∧ cond2 )
.....
cond1 ∧ cond2 ∧ ... ∧ condmax
¬ (cond1 ∧ cond2 ∧ ... ∧ condmax )

→ varp+1
→ varp+1
→ varp+2
→ varp+2

= valp+1
= varp
= valp+2
= varp+1

→ varp+max = valp+max
→ varp+max = varp+max−1

where vali denotes the ith SSA form of value.
With this system of guarded constraints, if the loop condition has never been
true, then varp+max = varp , if it has been true only once then varp+max =
varp+1 = valp+1 , if it has been true max times then varp+max = valmax .
Remarks
- The number of unfoldings may not be suﬃcient to detect all non-conformities
especially when an error in the program entails more iterations than speciﬁed
by the theoretical bound.
- When the bound of a f or loop is well-known and when the index variable is
not modiﬁed inside the loop block, it is more eﬃcient to generate n constraint
systems, one for each value of the decision variable. This is due to the fact that
the guarded constraints are expensive to manage, even when the conditions are
instantiated very early.

5

Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section we analyse the experimentations we have performed on three
non-trivial academic examples.
5.1

The tritype Program

The ﬁrst example we consider is the tritype program. As we mentioned in
the introduction, we can ﬁnd some errors in the program as well as prove the
correctness of the program. Introducing boolean variables only for decisions on
input variables gave very good results in this case. Indeed, tritype is a typical
example of pure decisional program, so the proof mainly consists in showing that
the same decision in program and speciﬁcation gives the same code condition
return value.
5.2

The merge Example

This merge program referenced in [11] computes ﬁve outputs from ﬁve inputs4 .
A partial order is given on the inputs and the property to be proved is that the
4

The merge program and its JML speciﬁcation can be found in http://www.
essi.fr/∼rueher/appendix-tacas06.pdf
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outputs are sorted in decreasing order. In this program, a contrario to tritype
program, the link between the speciﬁcation and the program goes through the
operational part. So we need to introduce boolean variables not only to model
decisions but also to model the assignments. We have introduced the same error
as in [11]. We found four error paths including the one shown in [11]. For each
error path we search ﬁve diﬀerent integer values for the inputs. The overall
process took 159.71 seconds CPU time whereas the proof of the correctness
required 310.67 seconds CPU time (no CPU time is given in [11]).
5.3

The bsearch Program

The bsearch program5 takes as input an array of integers t sorted by increasing
order, an integer value val to search in the array, and returns the index of the
value if it is found or -1 otherwise. The worst case complexity of this program
is O(log2 (n)) where n is the size of the array.
To perform the veriﬁcation, we introduce boolean variables for condition tests
on input variables (i.e t[i] = val, t[i] < val, t[i] < t[i + 1]). Since the worst case
complexity of bsearch is O(log2 (n)) we unfold the program loop (log2 (n))
times. We successively introduce two errors. The ﬁrst one is to return the value
middle + 1 when the t[middle] = val. This error was detected by the CSP solver.
The errors found by the solver correspond to all the possible paths through the
loop when it stops with t[middle] = val. The second error consists in assigning
the right bound with middle instead of middle + 1 when t[middle] < val. With
this second error the program will not terminate in some cases, for example when
searching a value which is bigger than all the values in the array. This error was
also detected.
The correctness proof was also performed. The required time exponentially
increases according to the length of the array. The solver runs out of memory
for arrays of size > 8 and values in [0,216 ].

6

Discussion and Related Work

The new framework we have introduced in this paper has of course some limitations, e.g., there is no way to prove temporal properties, it works well with
JAVA program but it would be diﬃcult to handle C programs with pointers.
Even for JAVA programs there are some restrictions: inheritance and functions
calls are currently not handled6 .
A critical issue concerns the detection of inconsistencies in the CSP generated
for each Boolean constraint system. Indeed, the constraints in some CSP may be
too weak to achieve any pruning of the solution space, even when this CSP has
no solution. In this case, a very costly search process is required to demonstrate
5

6

The bsearch program and its JML speciﬁcation can be found in http://www.
essi.fr/∼rueher/appendix-tacas06.pdf
As long as we only consider ﬁnite structures, it should be possible to incorporate
these features into our framework without major diﬃculties.
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that the CSP is inconsistent. To overcome - at least partly - this problem some
dedicated solvers could be used. For instance, when the ﬁnite domain constraints
are linear, linear programming solvers could be used to reduce the domains.
Formal simpliﬁcations of the constraint system could also be useful in some
cases.
Of course, this problem is highly dependent from the modelling of the program
and its speciﬁcation. In other words, the kind of constraints that are generated
will have strong inﬂuence on the performances of the solver 7 .
Ganziger et al [8] have introduced a general DPLL(X) engine, where parameter X can be instantiated with a specialized solver SolverT . That’s to say
DPLL(X) is a general engine for propositional solving. The authors illustrate
their approach on their solver for EUF(logic with equality with uninterpreted
functions). The goal of the approach introduced in this paper is not to integrate a CSP solver in a general DPLL engine. In our framework the essential role of the SAT solver is to boost the CSP solver by reducing the search
space.
Armando et al [1] have recently proposed to use SMT solvers instead of SAT
solvers for bounded model checking of software. We have compared our solver
with their SMT-CBMC solver, which use CVC Lite for the theory of bit vectors.
We have performed experimentations on the two sorting benchmarks contained
in their last paper [1]. SMT-CBMC requires more than 600 seconds to analyse
a bubble sort program with an array of size 26 whereas our solver analyses the
same program with an array of size 100 in less than one second. Similarly, SMTCBMC requires more about 200 seconds to analyse a selection sort program with
an array of size 29 whereas our solver analyses the same program with an array
of size 100 in less than 3 seconds.
We have also started an evaluation of our framework on standard SMT benchmarks (http://www.csl.sri.com/users/demoura/smt-comp/2005/). First results
are promising; for instance we did prove the unsatisﬁability of DTP k2 n35 c210s7.smt and DTP k2 n35 c245 s10.smt in less than one second.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have performed a ﬁrst exploration of the capabilities of
constraint techniques for verifying the conformity of a program with its speciﬁcation.
First experimentations show that these techniques can be very eﬃcient on
some non trivial problems. Further work concerns the inclusion of dedicated
solvers or simpliﬁers in our framework as well as a deeper study of the modelling
issue.
Acknowledgements. Many thanks to Laurent ARDITI and Claude MICHEL for
numerous and enriching discussions on this work.
7

This is a well known problem in constraint programming: the performances of a
solver may be very diﬀerent on two constraint systems that are logically equivalent.
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